
This week, in the final Digest of the 
year, we reflect on the year that was 
2020. It’s been 10 months since the 
pandemic hit U.S. soil, yet we’re still 
seeing a record number of new cases 
per day. This week we surpassed 
300,000 deaths in the U.S., with a 
potential for 50,000 more before year’s 
end. It’s been 8 months since George 
Floyd's death, yet racial injustice is still a 
pervasive issue in our society that must 
be tackled by individuals, governments, 
and corporations. While it is hard to 
wrap our heads around the level of loss 
and inequity that was faced this year, 
there is a renewed sense of optimism as 
a new presidential administration is only 
weeks away and the COVID vaccine is 
beginning to rollout across the country.   

 While the pandemic and BLM protests 
will forever be remembered as trying 
times, they’ll also be remembered for 
accelerating trends that may forever 
change the consumer landscape. From 
how we connect with brands, to how 
and where we work, to what we value as 
people, the events of 2020 have 
impacted nearly every facet of our lives 
(See a special Spotlight On: Key 2020 
Consumer Shifts). As we anxiously await 
2021, we’ll be looking to see how 
Americans adjust to life post-pandemic 
as they attempt to get back to what will 
surely be a new type of normal.   
 
We wish you all a happy and safe  
holiday season, and most importantly  
a wonderful and enjoyable 2021! 
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Number of COVID-19 Cases in the U.S. 

16,725,319 

203,196 

As of  9:42am  Source: Johns Hopkins 

Number of Daily New Diagnoses in the U.S. 

Trajectory of New Diagnoses: 

Consumer Discussions

Date: 1/1/20-11/30/20  Source: Brandwatch (Twitter, US) 

The 
Weekly 
Digest

Emotional Sentiment  
Over Time  

Date: 1/1/20-12/14/20 Source: Brandwatch 

As COVID-19 hit the U.S. and people shared 
their concerns on Twitter, we saw spikes in fear, 
disgust, anger, and sadness in March. These 
emotions relaxed a bit in subsequent months. 
In June, however, disgust, sadness, and anger 
saw tremendous increases as people 
everywhere turned out for Black Lives Matter 
protests, fighting against systemic racism and 
the murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, 
and many others. Despite a challenging year, 
we continued to see many people sharing 
sentiments of joy—from people supporting one 
another to celebrating small wins.  

Increasing 

A single source for consumer sentiment,  
news, and resources related to what’s 
happening in the country today
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+437%

Quarantine and lockdowns have accelerated the digitalization of every 
aspect of our daily lives. Helixa’s AI-powered technology analyzed online 
behavior to get a better sense of how screens have captured a greater 
portion of our time. As more people worked remotely from home, we saw a 
rise in digital work solutions like Zoom, Skype, and Slack. People 
socialized digitally as well, demonstrated by the increase in usage of 
videochatting app Houseparty and dating apps like Hinge and Bumble. 
Healthcare and wellness apps like Amwell, Doctor on Demand, Betterhelp, 
Talkspace, Headspace, and Calm also saw increases in popularity. This 
extended into home fitness experiences such as Peloton and Mirror. And 
of course, people shifted to online shopping, significantly increasing their 
usage of home delivery services like USPS, Fedex and UPS.  

The pandemic has had a significant impact on the brands consumers 
connect with the most. MBLM’s Brand Intimacy COVID Study shows 
that Apple has been the most loved brand during COVID-19, moving up 
from the third spot pre-pandemic, beating Disney and Amazon. Apple 
delivers on the following 3 need states: fulfillment (delivers superior 
service, quality, and efficacy), ritual (important to people’s daily lives), 
and enhancement (makes customers better—smarter, more capable, 
more connected). The list of most loved brands also saw a few new 
additions: Google, YouTube, and Toyota. The study has shown that 
brands that are part of the smartphone ecosystem tend to 
outperform brands that are not, and brands that fall into the “devices” 
or “content/information” categories have higher intimacy scores.  

Source: Helixa 

We’ve been pushed further  
into a digital world

Source: Visual Capitalist 

COVID-19 has shifted the 
brands we love most

This has changed  
the way we shop  
COVID-19 has accelerated the consumer economy’s innovation in 
making the physical buying experience and e-commerce experience 
as seamless as possible. Frictionless buying experiences are a must 
as people embrace contactless payment methods and online 
ordering. The pandemic has moved people away from cash and pin-
and-swipe credit cards to mobile wallets and cards with tap 
payments. More and more people have also begun ordering online 
as e-commerce giant Amazon continued to see consistent growth 
in subscription revenue this year. As a result of these new shopping 
activities, e-commerce penetration projections have shifted upward 
to 34% in 2030 compared to 22% pre-COVID.  

+340% +209%

+3533%

Source: Visual Capitalist 
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Spotlight On: Key 2020 Consumer Shifts

https://www.helixa.ai/covid-before-and-after?utm_campaign=2020Q4_Insight%20frameworks&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8sGY7_jN3QAI6HnC6_JPNMiE9zUN_fBOW46XiaZkGe9l-DnaokbofhsHt5tRWrGWZxGIpbJIBUy-zOFx1HPcMiMtQJxEdNqhj9kVmquB4OHshELdE&_hsmi=102664629&utm_content=102664628&utm_source=hs_email&hsCtaTracking=69afeb96-37e4-4cea-900b-4afb71e9286f%7Cfdb59a77-336c-467d-aed9-7f855d294cd9
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/pandemic-proof-the-most-loved-brands-of-covid-19/
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/5-big-picture-trends-being-accelerated-by-the-pandemic/


The pandemic has forced most companies to rethink flexible 
working policies, reshaping the entire “office economy.” In 2019, 
over half of companies didn’t have a flexible or remote 
workplace policy. The pandemic dramatically altered this, with 
82% of company leaders now intending to permit remote 
working some of the time as employees return to the office. We 
also saw global commercial property investment volume fall by 
48% in Q3 2020 while thousands of people moved out of urban 
areas. As of October 2020, 111,000 people had moved out of 
Manhattan, NY

Source: Iconoculture - 2021 U.S. 
Consumer Values: Consumers 
Seek Social Justice and Serenity; 
Brands Must Respond 

Since 2010, Gartner has conducted an annual 
Consumer Values and Lifestyle Survey that finds 
the key drivers behind consumer behaviors and 
attitudes. For the first time since the study’s 
inception, a new top value emerges: equality. After 
a full decade of ranking first place, loyalty has 
been displaced in 2020. Equality, defined by 
“strongly [believing] that all people should have 
equal opportunity and equal access in all areas of 
life,” is now the value that U.S. consumers most 

identify with. When asked why they felt it 
described them, consumers responded with 
references to current events as this year has been 
defined by a social and political awakening 
brought on by the Black Lives Matter protests. 
Inclusion and diversity were two other values that 
also saw increases in rank this year. The value that 
saw the largest upswing from last year was duty (“I 
believe it is my duty to fulfill my obligations to 
family, friends, community and country.”  

Equity becomes 
top of mind, 
and consumers 
seek justice 

Source: Visual Capitalist 

How we work has  
been transformed 98%

Of employees would 
like to work remotely 
at least some of the 
time for the rest of 
their careers.

82%
Of company leaders 
intend to permit 
remote working 
some of the time as 
employees return to 
the workplace.
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Top 10 Values of U.S. Customers since 2010

https://iconoculture.cebglobal.com/SMART/Content/View.aspx?ContentID=454264
https://iconoculture.cebglobal.com/SMART/Content/View.aspx?ContentID=454264
https://iconoculture.cebglobal.com/SMART/Content/View.aspx?ContentID=454264
https://iconoculture.cebglobal.com/SMART/Content/View.aspx?ContentID=454264
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/5-big-picture-trends-being-accelerated-by-the-pandemic/

